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Abstract. Conndcratron of correlnt~on mcqualitlcs for lsing ferromagnets with arbitrary spins 
has Ied to the diucnvc~ of a class of positive definite functions on rt=ts These functions are 
linear eonrbinstlons of the iunctians wh&h enter into Muirheads Tlxorem. We prrrsle theaa: 
functions to be pasitrc &finite and also show hub they cam be apphed to the Ising problem 
to prcwe Gtlfftths’ *pond tnquaJity fur arbitrary spins. 
tntroduction 
The class a~f unctions described below appeared in a combinatorial 
attack on the problem of the king ferromagnet with arbitrdry spin. 
Griffiths has obtained certain inequalities which can be used to exhibit 
the effect on magnetization of certain changes in model parameters. By 
use of the gxxitive definiteness of these functions one can obtain a com- 
binatorial proof of the generalization of Griffiths’ second inequality to 
arbitrary spins. Griffiths has obtained a different proof of this general- 
iz;ltion. 
in g 1 WC piwh *k-n. t I me inequalities (which are general and do not refer to 
the king problem) while in (i 2 their application to the king problem is 
described. 
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0 1. General inequalities 
let fz and k be positive integers and let 
K= {I, . . ..k)) 
with each ui rea!! and 
Aj = (u{, .. ..a., 2 (8, 6.0, 0) for each j E K , 
with the inequalities componentwise. In the same sense let A’ = 
(x,, ..*. x,) be an n-tuple satisfying 
k 
[ I ) 
Let U be the collection of alt p subsets of K. For each D E U, we 
define A(D) to be the rr-tuple whose sth component is ihe sum of u’; for 
jEllSo, 
k 
with rj =: I forje D, and?, = -I for j E K - D. In this nomenclature, 
summing over all B E U is the same as summing over all the 2’ values 
?,=fl for the kvariablesrl, . . ..rk. 
Definition I. Let I = (rr , . . . . r2n) be a real 2n-tuple. Thed frl, . . . . r2nJ 
means 
where G ia the subgroup of the symmetric group $,, generated by the 
transposition of 3 - 1 snd 2i for i = 1, 2, . . . . n. G has 21 elements. If
a E G and Sj represents he image of i under 1, then for each 
i r s , . . . . n either Vzi__ 1 = 2i - 1 and Q = 2i or Q._ l = 2 and 
Z2i= 2i- 1. 
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Definition 2. Let WE U so that W E: K. Then 
V,(W)= {D: DEL/. #CDnW) yen}, 
c/,(W)= (D: DE We #(Dn W odd), 
where #(X) for A’ E ?Y is the number of elements of X. (For example, 
iL:n\ z -9 ’ WPPIIUZ v.) 
Proof. If W = 6, the theorem is true because the left side of (2) is posi- 
tive while the right side vanishes. 
Otherwise, tet #(IV) = w f 0. Without loss of generality we can 
assume W = f 1, . . . . ~3;. Let ? 
Obseme that 
k 
d(K)j+CTjo/), 
j-l 
We introduce the notations: I& means ummation over the 2k values 
for the k variables T; IS:) (resp. IS$-‘) is the sum over combinations of “P” 
values satisfying IIF, q = (- I)” (resp. lIF, ?j = - (-- 1)” ); Z, means 
summation over the 2” possi;bilities $ f: * 1 (j = 1, . . . . n). 
In this notation the desired result appears as 
It is clear that summing over all 5j = f I is the same as summing over 
n C G. Now (3) is equivalent to 
or , 14’ n \ 
Since cash is even. we can assume that & is nonncyirlive (2 0) kr s!!! r
without loss of generality. Now we can expand cash in a Taylor series 
abourt &Lxi .__ AiK’JiI and note that even powers of T have nonticgative 
c=oefficients while odd powers have nonpositive coefficients. When tkse 
are mu1 tiplied by (,- 11%’ iI;:, riS even powers will continue to have non- 
negative coefficients. Sin& 
if at! the nj arc even and zero otherwise, (4) follows and the proof is 
complete. 
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hoof. (5 1 is a special ease of the theorem as can be seen by replacing k 
by k+l, letting S = A’+*, and choosing W = ( k+l }. 
Definitiotr 3. [q, . . . . r2n jr is given by the sum of the same quantity as 
in lkfinition I, except that the summation is carried over the full aym- 
metric group S,,,. 
Roof. Trivial. 
Theorem I and its corollaries bear a superficial resemblance to Muir- 
head‘s inequality, but there are important differences. di) In the latter 
I? is eswntial to SUIU over the full symmetric group whereas in our 
theorem the subgroup C; suffices. (ii) The latter remains valid if cxp ( l ) 
is tcplaced by an arbitrary convex function ti( l ); our theorem does not. 
A cotintercxamplc to Corollary 1 is 9(x) = 1 x 1, n = 2, k = 1, A 1 = ( 1,l jr 
H = (0, I ); .Y = (2.2) and S = ( I,--’ I ?--. 1 ,I ). 
Our rr;cqualrtios also bear a resemblance to a remark of Schur, given 
in t-tardy et al. 121, but we have been unable to establish an implication 
either way. 
Theorem 1 can be reformulated in terms of the Abelian group U of 
subsets af K where the operation is symmetric difference and @ is the 
identity. In those terms we can nolvv state 
Roof. The positive definiteness of j’is equivalent to the nonnegativity 
of its Fourier transform, which, in turn, is equivalent to (2), resp. 
Corollary 2. This &so because all the irreducible representations of the 
group cat1 be obtained as follows: for each WE W define x&N = 
(__ 1 )WM . 
*l[he positive definiteness off’ could have beea used to prove 
Corollary I since the sum of a positive definite function over a sub- 
group dominates the sum over a coset of that subgroup. 
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$2. The lsing model 
Recently, Griffiths f I 1 has proved that his “second inequality” can 
be extended to arbitrary spin by transforming the general case to the 
ca.se of spin 5% Corollary 3 of 8 1 makes it possible to prove the in- 
equality directly by an cxlpansion method similar to the method cm- 
ployed by Kelly and Sherman [ 31 to prove the inequality for spin !4. 
Wc have a set of m spin locations 
\ 
M= {I. 2 I..., nr). 
AssoGated with each spin location we have a real spin vsriable d with 
diwrc te domains 
sj = j+Y$, . . . . u;, , 
which satisfy 
i E M . 
Further, assoclatcd with each subset P of M we have a nonnegative 
number+. If Q and R arc two arbitrary subscts of M, the (Griffiths) 
inequafity to be proved is 
where 
ap = T’I ui , 
*EP 
and the sums over S and T run over all possible values of the two sets of 
m spin variable3 CT!, u2, . ..) fl and +l TV, . . . . P such that ui E 1 9 S 
d E Sj, i E M. 
il 
Expanding the exponential factor in (7) in a Taylor series, one gets 
# 2. The Ising model 2% 
Clearly it is sufficient to prove 
(9 q&rQ*” -- oQTR)p~+f+?)20 
for any ordered set ~1 of subsets of M in which each subset may appear 
more than once. Alternatively, (9) can be written as -’ 
where the sum over Y rtlns over all subsets of p (including the empty 
set) and p--u is the complement of v with respect to cr. The meaning of 
c+) is 
WC regard the subsets of M as a group under thC operation of sym- 
metric difference 
QAR 7 @uR-QnR, 
and for a set of subsets v we define Av to be the subset of M whose 
elements arc th,sx that lie in an oc!d number of the members of Y: 
J 
Av = A i? 
YEV 
Because of the symmetry condition (6) we see that 
‘= 0 
c 1 ifAu+ 8, (11) s O(V){ 
i 
P = 4dv+ if Au = 0, 
S 
where.1 u1 means that each individual spin variable is replaced by Its 
absolute value. ( 1 I ) follows from the observation that the left-hand 
side of ( 1 I ) vanishes unless each spin appears an even number of times 
in the product comprising a (“! Also, since Q(IL,v) = (A&A&Q, we 
note that both terms in ( 10) are zero unless 
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Mw. consider any one term in the sum ovt’r S and T and assume’, 
without loss of generality: that 
$ 
for some 0 < IZ 5 ~1. Together with that term consider all the other 
2” -’ 1 terms in the sum which are obtained by interchanging one or 
mare of the pairs of vafiles of &’ and 7i for i = I ,, . . . 9 m We shall prove 
4 13) by showing that ‘the inequaJity is true for that group of 2” terms 
ailone, 
Let p con&t cf the k -- 1 (not necessarily distinct) subsets pi C Al, 
Ikenote R by fk , & by P& and let q be the set 
7j = {PI. ,.., Pk ) . 
Both terms of (13) have the property that the subsels PI, ..,, Fk+r ap- 
peat once and only once. The distinctjon between the two terms is 
that a gkn P E YJ may occur as ia? in one term and as IT? in the 
other. The nonnegzltive factors corresponding to values of i 3 ?z a~ the 
same because ui = yi on that range; hence we need consider only those 
corresponding to i 5 n. Define k vectors Aj by 
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k+l ’ 
Nest wt’ establish a one-to-one correspondence between subsets 
P c Q and subsets ofK= {I, . . . . x:) by P = Ip,, Pb, .e=) - {u, b, ..J. The 
sot @ =; (v: v 2 q, Pk B P, Au = 0: is then in one-to-one correspondence 
with sd)mc subgroup /I of U= (D: D C: K ip, where U is regarded as a 
group under the operation of symmetric difference. In like manner, the 
set jl = IV: v s q, l)k E v. Av = 0) is either empty or is in one-to-one 
correspondence with a cost’t C of IL 
WC strall assume that ui and ri are nonzero and then use continuity 
for the zero case. Let 
The first sum on v in f 1.3) is the same: as the sum over v E Q, which is the 
same as over il E 11. namelly 
The cc,ond sum is either void rf # is empty (thereby establishing the 
inequality) cx else is the same as 
We now invoke the rcsutts of 8 I that [ . ..I is positive definite; the first 
sum which is over a subgroup therefore dominates- the second sum, over 
the Goset. The Griffths inequality for arbitrary spins satisfying (6) is 
thus established. 
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